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or of Luck-meter's Travels, a fantastic
-   ™s io Aa^f»paad considerable
success	^^S^^ff^^ to
storm the Romantic citadeFi^bi^^^^i.    	^ of
the Romantic type of mind; Stmdb^ &|d not yet
succeeded in finding again the key to fairy4a)P-d which
the old Romanticists possessed: his supern^SW^isui.-
is still too much the supernaturalism of stage- effects.
That insight was not to come until years later, \$J?sn the
poet underwent his own terrible initiation into tneP"
world of the mystic and the unseen. , Another work,
Sir Bengt's Wife, is a fine drama in which Strindberg still
appears as a sympathizer with the Norwegian attitude
to women, as vindicated by Ibsen and Bjomson. And
to these years belongs too the volume of splendid
stories—some of them masterpieces of realistic
clairvoyance—included in Swedish Fates and Adventures.
Strindberg's literary activity in these years was
extraordinarily rich; and it unrolled against a back-
ground of what for him was comparative happiness.
In 1875 he met Siri (Sigrid) Wrangel (Siri von Essen),
the wife of an officer., and became entangled in a love
for her, the most passionate and the most fateful of his
life. I cannot here enter into this, perhaps the most
terrible love-story in the annals of literature; it has
been laid bare by Strindberg himself with merciless
cruelty, and, one might add, with merciless inconsis-
tency, from three different angles, in three books
from which I find it the hardest of riddles to reconstruct
the truth. All I would say is that this love, which
went down in the shadow of incipient insanity, began
at least in comparative happiness, greater happiness
than Strindberg, from the jaundiced standpoint of the
terrible years, would ever admit. Until about 1883
Strindberg was happy with Ms Siri, as happy as a man
of his uncomfortable temperament could be. In that
year they visited Paris together, where they met
Bjornson and Lie; and in Paris the kindly welcome of
the French world of letters opened up to Strindberg

